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ITAC Cyber Security Event

It works for all parties – a government to government 
mechanism can increase both buyer-side and seller-side 
confidence, can make sole-source deals possible, and 
materially decreases overall deal risk in ways that can ease the 
cost of financing
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Context – Why might industry care about CCC & G2G contracting? 

It changes the conversation – having Canada at the table as a 
“Prime” makes smaller players look bigger, and makes bigger 
players more approachable

It’s good business – Annually, CCC typically enters into contracts 
cumulatively worth between $1.2-$1.6B with foreign governments

Source: CCC 2017/18 Annual Report, https://www.ccc.ca/en/ccc/about-
ccc/~/media/53700B0E2D06448192128F8C2CD4B6B1.ashx

It helps with US access – CCC does $600-$800M in US DoD 
business annually under a bilateral agreement that exempts 
Canadian companies from “Buy American” provisions
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Which sectors do we primarily work in, and what do we do? 

As Canada’s international contracting and procurement 
agency, we help Canadian exporters identify, develop, and 
win contracts with international governments:

• We take on the role of prime contractor for sales to foreign 
government buyers at any level, by establishing a 
government-to- government (G2G) contractual structure

• Contracts signed by CCC have the legal effect of being 
signed in the name of the Government of Canada

• CCC establishes a sub-contract that flows contractual 
commitments through to our qualified Canadian exporter 

• As the Canadian exporter fulfils the obligations under the 
agreement, we manage and financially administer the 
contract throughout execution

Source: CCC 2017/18 Annual Report, https://www.ccc.ca/en/ccc/about-
ccc/~/media/53700B0E2D06448192128F8C2CD4B6B1.ashx
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How does the G2G contract mechanism work?

Domestic
Contract

Prime
Contract

(G2G)

Product & service delivery direct from vendor to buyer
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How do I access CCC’s Global Team?
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Luc Allary
Caribbean & Central America

lallary@ccc.ca

Francois Payeur
South America and Mexico

fpayeur@ccc.ca
Lima, Peru

Don Olsen 
Africa and Europe
dolsen@ccc.ca

Yvonne Chin
Asia
ychin@ccc.ca
Bangkok, Thailand 

Michael Cessford
Middle East
mcessford@ccc.ca
Abu Dhabi, U.A.E.

Dave Wheeler
Aerospace & US Ops
dwheeler@ccc.ca

Jeff Tasseron
ICT & Public Security

jtasseron@ccc.ca

Colleen Mapendere
Defence
cmapendere@ccc.ca

Christian Dechamplain
Infrastructure

cdechamplain@ccc.ca

Sector Directors Regional Directors

Rob James
Clean Technologies

rjames@ccc.ca
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A huge market, 
but how much is 

realistically 
addressable?

Observations and Issues – Cyber Security and the CCC Model 

Many companies with great niche 
technologies, but without the capital 
(or DNA?) to bring the full, turnkey 

solutions less mature markets 
demand…

How do we qualify organizations 
supplying advanced technology, under 

circumstances where determining 
“what right looks like” is physically and 

contractually difficult?

What do we need to do to bridge 
the “buy domestic, sell 

international” gap we have in 
defence and security – how can 

CCC help here?

Are we getting close to an 
aviation-calibre standards set for 
cyber resilient design, in a world 

where “in-flight hacking” has now 
been demonstrated?

Do we need to step beyond 
the current “protect the 

data” model to unlock value 
here?

How many of the companies 
represented here are talking 
to e-government providers?
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